The next generation Yealink DECT Phone W52P is a SIP Cordless Phone
system designed specifically for small businesses and SOHO operations
for cost-saving, scalable SIP-based mobile communication systems. The
epitome of everything we’ve learned over the past decade about
designing extremely powerful yet delicate business IP phones, W52P
carries forward Yealink’s eternal pursuit of cutting-edge VOIP technology,
featuring supreme quality and the highest level of operation simplicity.
Yealink W52P won’t just fulfill all your cordless phone needs, it’ll make
everyday calling an outright pleasant, engaging experience.

Up to 5 handsets per base station

Incoming/Outgoing line assignment

Up to 4 simultaneous calls per base station

1.8’’ colour display with intuitive user interface

Up to 5 phone numbers per base station

Desktop or wall mountable

Yealink DECT System: Mobile Freedom and Easy Expandability
Communications and mobility are essential to our modern professional lives. The DECT standard for wireless telephony
quickly becomes popular in many organizations, offices and industries. With Yealink DECT phones, versatile
communications and efficient cooperation become easy. The installation of area-wide and multi-cellular radio networks
means you can be reached anywhere within the company premises. Yealink W52P IP DECT phone provides excellent value
for money and is ideally suited for business and private usage.

Adapting to Any Given Situation

5 Users with 5 Accounts

W52P DECT System
Deployment of DECT system consists of base stations
and wireless handsets. You can register up to 5 SIP
accounts and connect up to 5 handsets per base
station. The DECT system supports 4 concurrent calls
on a single base station.
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Coverage Area of Base Station
The coverage area of W52P is roughly 50m indoors and
approximately 300m outdoors (the distance may vary
depending on the environment).
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Flexible Configuration Options
The modular nature of the DECT solution allows customers
to easily deal with increased voice traffic and the number
of handset users. For example, when you want to provide
14 new employees with handsets, you just need to
additionally purchase 3 base stations and 14 handsets.
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8 Users with 8 Accounts
Add more
base stations
and handsets
with the
increase in the
number of
users.
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Registration and Usage
W52P is comprised of one base station and one handset. When adding a new handset, you need to register the new
handset to the base station before using it. For more information on how to subscribe and use the DECT phones, refer
to the Yealink W52P User Guide.

Two Product Packages for Each Need
Since the DECT system is expandable, you can quickly
and easily add new handsets. Yealink DECT products are
sold modularly: W52P and W52H (W52H is an expansion
handset that can be paired with the base station for
increased accessibility), so you can customize your
solution to what you need.

W52P

W52H

1 base station and 1

Additional cordless

cordless handset

handset
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